We describe and characterize all homogeneous subsets of the Cantor set which are both an F"s and a GSo; it turns out that there are wx such spaces.
2. Preliminaries. For all undefined terms and notation see Engelking [7] or Kuratowski [15] . A ~ B means that A and B are homeomorphic. Cardinals are initial ordinals, and an ordinal is the set of its predecessors; we put N = to \ {0} and write lim(yS) if ß is a limit ordinal. All metrics in this paper are denoted by d and assumed to be bounded by 1; the diameter of a set A is denoted by dianuM). A subset of a space X is clopen if it is both closed and open in X. A space X is homogeneous if for each x, y e X, there exists a homeomorphism h: X -» X such that h(x) = y; homogeneous with respect to dense copies of A if, for all dense subspaces Ax, A2 of X such that Af = A ~ A2, there exists a homeomorphism h: X -» X such that h[Ax] = A2; strongly homogeneous if U = X for each nonempty clopen subset U of X. It is easily seen that a strongly homogeneous zero-dimensional space is homogeneous. By a complete space we mean a topologically complete (separable metric) space, i.e., a (separable) completely metrizable space, i.e., an absolute Gs. If 0>l and 0>1 are topological properties, we write "X is 0>x U ^2" if X = A U B, where A has property áa1 and B has property &>2-2.1. Definition. Let ¿P be a topological property. (a) A space X is strongly a-^if X = U°°=xXi, where each X¡ is a closedsubspace of X which has property ¡F.
(b) ¡F is strongly a-additioe if a space is £P whenever it is strongly o-3P.
Definition.
For n e N a space X is 2" // X = U,"=1 X¡, where each Xt is strongly a-complete; X w 20 //X = 0.
Proposition.
Let X be compact and A c X. The following are equivalent: (i) A is strongly a-complete; (ii) X\ A = F U G, where F is a a-compact and G is a complete subspace of X; (iii) A = F n G, where F is a a-compact and G is a complete subspace of X; (iv) A = GX\G2, where Gx and G2 are complete subspaces of X.
Proof. The equivalence of (ii)-(iv) is an immediate consequence of the fact that a subspace of a compact space is complete if and only if its complement is a-compact. So assume (i) holds, say A =\J°tlAi, where each A¡ is closed in A and complete.
Then oo oo X\A= \J(Â1\A,)UX\\JA~I.
;=1 1=1
Now A/\Aj is a-compact, hence, so is UfLi(A¡\A¡) = F; and G = A"\U" i^,-is complete; so (ii) holds. Conversely, suppose (iii) holds, with F = UfLiFf, it is easily seen that F, n G is complete and closed in A, so A = U" i(F¡ n G) is strongly a-complete. D We now give topological characterizations of some Borel subsets of the Cantor set; parts (e)-(i) of the next theorem will be reproved in this paper. Here, if & is a topological property, then a space is nowhere & if none of its nonempty open subsets is &; note that if 9> is a closed-hereditary property, then a zero-dimensional space is nowhere & if none of its nonempty (basic) clopen subsets is a2. Of course, " unique" is " unique up to homeomorphism". [3] ). The Cantor set C is the unique zero-dimensional compact space without isolated points.
Theorem (a) (Brouwer
(b) (Alexandroff and Urysohn [1] ; Hausdorff [12] ). The set of irrationals P is the unique, zero-dimensional, complete, nowhere locally compact space.
(c) (Sierpiñski [22] ). The set of rationals Q is the unique countable space without isolated points.
(d) (Alexandroff and Urysohn [1] ); van Mill [16] . Q x C is the unique zero-dimensional, a-compact, nowhere countable, nowhere locally compact space.
(e) (van Mill [16] ). QxPis the unique, zero-dimensional, strongly a-complete, nowhere a-compact, nowhere complete space.
(f) (van Douwen [4] ; van Engelen and van Mill [6] ). There exists exactly one zero-dimensional space T which is the union of a complete subspace and a countable subspace and is nowhere a-compact and nowhere complete.
(g) (van Mill [17] ). There exists exactly one zero-dimensional space S which is the union of a complete subspace and a a-compact subspace and is nowhere a-compact and nowhere the union of a complete subspace and a countable subspace.
(h) (van Engelen and van Mill [6] ). Q X T is the unique zero-dimensional space which is the union of a strongly a-complete subspace and a countable subspace and nowhere the union of a complete subspace and a countable subspace and nowhere strongly a-complete.
(i) (van Engelen and van Mill [6] ). Q X S is the unique zero-dimensional space which is the union of a strongly a-complete subspace and a a-compact subspace and nowhere the union of a complete subspace and a a-compact subspace and nowhere the union of a strongly a-complete subspace and a countable subspace.
A slightly different version of the following lemma was proved in [6] . Then D = [dn: n g N} is as required. D 3. A preview. The aim of this section is to give the reader a rough idea, without going into technical details, of how the collection of homogeneous Borel sets of ambiguous class 2 in the Cantor set is built up. The topological properties characterizing these spaces will be defined inductively; the definitions are closely related to an old theorem of Kuratowski. 3.1. Definition. For n g oi,zf2n is the class of all spaces which are 2", and for even a G [u, w,), say a = ß + 2n with lim(ß) and n e w,jfa is the class of all spaces A which can be written as \Jf_xA¡ U B, where A¡ G U{ Jff. y even < ß} is closed in A and B is 2".
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use FÖNS van ENCiELEN 3.2. Theorem (Kuratowski [15] ; for a = 0, Hausdorff [11] ). Let X be compact, and let a < ux. Then A is of ambiguous class a + 1 in X if and only if there exists, for some even y < to¡, a decreasing sequence (Bß-. ß < y) of sets of the multiplicative class a in X such that A = \J{Bß\Bß+x: ß even < y}.
Of course, here we are interested in the case a = 1 of the above theorem; the sets Bß will then be Gs subsets of X. If A is of ambiguous class 2 in X, we write A = £r°{Bß, ß < y] if {Bß: ß < y) is a decreasing sequence of Gfs in X such that A =ö{Bß\Bß + x:ßeven <y}.
3.3. Theorem. If A = Sf[Bß, ß < y] for some even y < to,, then A g Xy. Proof. A strongly a-complete subspace is the difference of two Gfs and, hence, both an FaS and a GSa, so the theorem holds for finite y. Now suppose the theorem has been proved for y < a < ux, say a = ß + 2n with lim(/?) and n g to, and suppose A = \JfLxAi U B as in Definition 3.1. Then clearly A is a GSa by the inductive hypothesis, and 00 / 00 \ *V4-U(^A^)uhr\im\*-
Since A j is an FaS, Ai\A¡ is a GSa; and (X\\J'*LxAi)\B is the difference of a Gs and an FaS, hence a GSa; so X\ A is a GSa as well. D In fact, it is possible to prove the stronger statement that, if A g Ky, then A = y\Bß,ß < y] for some decreasing sequence {Bß: ß < y} of Gs subsets of X (for details, see [5] ).
From the above theorems it follows that, in order to characterize Borel sets of ambiguous class 2, we have to examine the classes Jfy. Let us first consider the class JT2 of spaces which are strongly a-complete. This class includes the complete spaces, the a-compact spaces, and, hence, in particular, the countable spaces. The next class, SfA, contains spaces which are the union of two elements of Jf2; combining the topological properties mentioned above, we obtain six new properties (note that complete U complete ■ complete, countable U countable ■ countable, and a-compact U a-compact = a-compact):
complete U countable; strongly o-complete U countable; complete u a-compact; strongly a-complete U a-compact; strongly a-complete U complete; strongly a-complete U strongly o-complete. The class Sf6 again yields six new topological properties; and proceeding in this way we obtain topological properties describing elements of U"6N3f2", as follows: 3.5. Definition. Let X be a topological space. Then for each k g «, X has property í?4k iff X is '2,k U complete; X has property £P4k+x iff X is 2i + 1; X has property &\k + 2 iff X is 2 ^ U complete U countable; X has property ^4k + 3 iff X is 2k + 1 U countable (also for k = -1); X has property @>4k+2 iff X is 2k U complete U a-compact; X has property ^A2k + 3 iff x is 2k + x U a-compact (also for k = -1). For the sake of simplicity we write "X is 0>^" if X has one of the properties defined above, meaning that the index / may or may not be there. Now suppose that the properties^0 are ordered as in the definition, i.e., 4/t < ^4A + 1 < ^4* + 2 < ^4* + 3 < ^4k + 2 < ^V + 3 < ^4(k + l)-
In §6 we show that for each n g to, / g {1,2}, there exists, up to homeomorphism, exactly one zero-dimensional space A^0 which is 0f& and nowhere ^J) for each Here, the spaces 5 and T are those of Theorem 2.4; they are the only homogeneous complements of Q X P in the Cantor set. X4 is obtained as the complement of Q X S or Q X T in the Cantor set, X5 = Q X X4, and Xl and X¡ are the only homogeneous complements of X5 in the Cantor set. Then X] = Q X A"1, Xj = Q X Xl, etc.
The spaces described above turn out to be the only zero-dimensional homogeneous (non-a-compact) elements of UneN X2n. We now turn to the classes ■%ra+2", where « g to and a is a limit ordinal less than ux. Let us consider the class Jfa+l; each member X of this class is of the form U^x A¡ U B, where Ai is closed in X, Ai G U"eN Jf2", and B is strongly a-complete. If B is a-compact, say B = U°txBi with B¡ compact, then X = l)°tx(Ai U Bf), i.e., X would already be in Jfu; the a-compact part of Aris "absorbed" by U*¿ A¡. Hence, if we want to define topological properties as in Definition 3.5, we need only distinguish between "B is complete" and "B is strongly a-complete".
3.6. Definition. Let X be a topological space, and let a e[u,o>x) be a limit ordinal. Then for each n G u, X has property !?a + 2n iff X G Jfa+2n; X has property 3Pa + 2 n + x iff X is 0>a + 2 " U complete.
In §7 we will show that for each n g u, i g {1,2}, and k g {0,1}, there exists, up to homeomorphism, exactly one zero-dimensional space X'a+2n+k such that XI = Xl = Xa is @a, and nowhere &ß for each ß < a; Xl+m + i is^8a + 2n + i> nowhere&a + 2", and contains no closed copies of Xl+2n; Xl+2" + i is^aa + 2n + i' nowhere0>a + 2", and every clopen subset of Xl+2n + x contains a closed copy of Xl+2n;
X\+2n+2 is^a+in+i' nowriere ^a+2n+1> an<^ contains no closed copies of Xl+2n+1; xl+2n + 2 is ^" + 2« + 2. nowhere 0>a + 2n + 1, and every clopen subset of A-a2+2" + 2 contains a closed copy of Ara2+2n+1. The spaces can be described as follows:
Xa -* Xa+l -» Xa + 2 = Q X Xa + f -* Xa + l -* Xa + 2 = Q X Xa + l -» A'a + 3 -» Ara + 4 -» Ara + 3 -» A'a + 4 -» etc.
Here, X^ + l is the complement of Xa in the Cantor set, Xl+1 is the complement of Xl + 2, Xl+3 is the complement of A'(2+2, and so on. Furthermore, A^+4 = Q X A^+3, A'<2+4 = Q X AT^+3, etc. Xa is obtained as the countable union of closed nowhere dense copies of previously defined spaces.
This way we obtain all homogeneous Borel sets of ambiguous class 2 in the Cantor set; this is proved in §8.
4. KR-covers and their applications. From §3 we see that to obtain "new spaces from old", we frequently apply the following operations:
(1) taking the product with Q; (2) taking complements in the Cantor set. In this section we establish two very general theorems. The first (Theorem 4.3) is due to Ostrovskii [18] and will enable us to handle (1); since Ostrovskiï's paper is in Russian, we feel that it might be useful to include a proof of this theorem. The second (Lemma 4.6) will be used to show that, in all cases under consideration, if we have two spaces Xx and X2 which have as their complement in the Cantor set the previously characterized space Q X X, then there exists an autohomeomorphism h of the Cantor set such that h[Q X X] = Q X X, and hence Xx ~ X2; this will take care of (2).
Definition.
Let X and Y be zero-dimensional spaces, A a closed nowhere dense subset of X, and B a closed nowhere dense subset of Y. Suppose h0: A -* B is a homeomorphism, tfl= [<%n: n G N} is a cover of X\A by disjoint nonempty clopen subsets of X, and i/~= [Vn: n g N} is a cover of Y\B by disjoint nonempty clopen subsets of Y. Then {(Un, Vn): n g N} is a Knaster-Reichbach cover, or KR-cover, for (X\A,Y\B,hf) if, whenever hn: Un -+ Vn is a bijection for each n g N, the combination mapping h = U"e<J A": A" -» Y is continuous in points of A, and h~l is continuous in points of B.
Note that we do not require the bijections hn: Un -* Vn to exist. Objects similar to those defined above were used by Knaster and Reichbach in [14] to prove some theorems on extensions of homeomorphisms; their technique has afterwards been used by various authors, e.g. Pollard [19] , Ravdin [20] , and Gutek [10] .
The following lemma is a slight generalization of Knaster and Reichbach's theorem. Suppose ak, bk, p(k), a(k) have been defined for k < n; if n is odd, let p(n) = minN\ (p(k): k < «}; let a" g A be such that d(Up(n), a") < 2d(Up(n), A) and let bn = h0(a"). Put e = \d(Up{n), A). Since d(V" B)> 0 for each i g N and B
is nowhere dense in Y, B(bn, e) n V¡.+ 0 for infinitely many i G N. Let a(n) G N\ {a(k): k < n} be such that Vn(n) n B(bn, e) # 0 and diam(Ko(n)) < e. Then Va(n)czB(b",2e).
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If n is even let a(n) = minN\ (o(k): k < n) and proceed as above. We claim that {(Up(n), Va{n)): n g N) is a KR-cover for (X\A, Y\B, h0). Indeed, let h": U" -* Vn be a bijection, and let h = U"6w hn. Suppose So a,n -» a; hence h(a¡) = bi -* h (a). Therefore, «/(*(*"), A(ö)) < d{h(xn), ¿>J + d{b,n, h(a)) D(s, n) -* E(s, n). Since D(s, n) (resp. E(s, n)) is closed and nowhere dense in U(s, n) (resp. V(s, n)), there exist °U(s, n) = {U(s, n, i): i g N} and y (s, n) = [V(s, n, i): i g N} such that {(U(s, n, i), V(s, n, i)): i G N} is a KR-cover for (U(s, n)\D(s, n), V(s, n)\E(s, n), h(s, n)). It is easily seen that (3) (2) it suffices to show that h[U(s, n)] = V(s, n) for each n G N; but this follows immediately from the observation that U(s, n) = \Jl£"D(s, n, t), V(s, n) = UteME(s, n, t), and h[D(s, n, t)] = E(s, n, t) for each / e M. The continuity of h "' follows in exactly the same way. □ 4.4. Remark. If the strongly homogeneous space A in the above theorem contains a closed nowhere dense copy of itself, then the result can also be deduced from a theorem of van Mill [16] ,
The following theorem is a slight modification of the convergence criterion of Anderson [2] . 4 .5. Theorem. Let X be compact, and for each n g N let h": X -» X be a homeomorphism such that
d(x, y) > 1/n}: 1 < i < «}}. Proof. Let U be a clopen subset of C such that U (~\ X¡ i* 0. Then in case (1), U n Ar/ * A, and in case (2), ([/Pi X¿\(U n Xf) = U Pi (^¡\X,) ~ A^since A is strongly homogeneous. In case (2) also, ((U n X,)\(U P Xf))~= (U n (X,. \ A",))" = U Pi X¡, since X¡ \ Xi is dense in X,. Similarly, if V is a clopen subset of C such that V n Yj■* 0, then in case (1), Vn Ï} = A, and in case (2), (V n Yf,\(V n Yj) « A is dense in V n Yj. That there exists a homeomorphism /: U C\ X¡ ^ V (~\ Yj such that/[£/ P A',-] = V P Yj follows, in both cases, from the fact that C is homogeneous with respect to dense copies of A. Now let M be as in the proof of Theorem 4.3. We construct for each s G M collections 'W(s) = {U(s, n): n g N}, i"~(s) = [V(s, n): n g N} of clopen subsets of C, closed nowhere dense subsets D(s), E(s) of C, and for each n g N a homeomorphism hn: C -* C such that, if n = \s\, then
if Fg r(s).
Suppose this has been done; we claim that d(hn, hn+x) < en and that limn_xhn = h: For each i g N let {S^/, 1),... ,S(i, «,)} be a disjoint clopen cover of S, by sets of diameter less than ex (as in (7)), and for /' g N, 1 < k < n" put
« g N} is a KR-cover for (C\D(0), Proof. This follows immediately from Lemma 4.6(1). D 5. Hurewicz-type theorems. In this paper we will often be concerned with the construction of closed copies of previously characterized spaces in the space which is yet to be characterized. The first theorem of the type we are looking for was proved by Hurewicz in [13] : he showed that, if a Borel subset A of a compact space X is not complete, then X contains a closed subset K such that K P A ~ Q and K\A « P; clearly, the condition that X is not complete is also necessary, since Q is not complete.
In [21] Saint-Raymond proved a similar theorem: he showed that a Borel subset A of a compact space X is not the union of a a-compact subspace and a complete subspace if and only if A contains a closed copy of Q X P; by Proposition 2.3 this is also equivalent to X\A not being strongly a-complete. In [6] the above results were improved, and more Hurewicz-type theorems were proved: 5.1. Theorem. Let X be a compact space, and let A be a Borel subset of X. The new Hurewicz-type theorems we need in this paper will all be deduced from the following two lemmas; although they are valid for Borel sets in arbitrary compact spaces (see [5] ), we will restrict ourselves to Borel subsets of the Cantor set C. The proofs are inspired by [21] and [6] . 5 .2. Lemma. Let & be a topological property which is closed-hereditary and strongly a-additive such that all singletons are &>. Let Z ¥= 0 be a strongly homogeneous space and suppose that if B is a Borel subset of C which is not @, then C contains a Cantor set K such that K P B = Z and K\B is contained in a a-compact subset G of C with the property that G P B is 3P. Then if A is a Borel subset of C which is not & U complete, then C contains a Cantor set K such that K P A ~ Q X Z. is not á2.
Indeed, suppose G = \J°°,xGiis¿Pand G¿ is compact; then G¡ C\ Aisí?, and hence 00 00
(Gu E)nA= \J(GinA)u IJ (^;p^l)
is strongly o-¿P, hence (P. Now let Î7' be open in P such that U' P F = U; then (5) for each « g N, Vs[" c Vf, (6) diam(IFs) < 2-|î| (with respect to a complete metric on F); (7)diam(t/J)<2-"(s); (8) for each n g N, d(Ks, Ksn) < 2l'v(s-"\ (9) ATf P /4 « Z, and Ks \ A c Gs for some a-compact subset Gs of C such that G, P A is á8. _ We use induction on |j|. First, put W0 = F, U0 = C. Then ^[W^] contains a Cantor set K0 such that Ke Ci A ~ Z and Ä?0 \ A c G0 for some a-compact subset G0 of C such that G0 P v4 is P. Then (1) and (9) are satisfied, and so are (6) and (7) since all metrics are assumed to be bounded by 1.
Next, suppose that Ks, Ws, and Us have been constructed for |j| < k, and fix s g M with|.s| = k. Claim 2. Ks is nowhere dense in Ks U ^[IFJ.
We distinguish two cases. Then (l)- (7) and (9) are satisfied. To prove (8) 
This completes the induction. For each k g u put Bk = U{Ks:\s\^k}.
By induction we will show that Bk~C for each k g to. For k = 0 this is clear, so suppose Bj ~ C fory < k (> 1 whence Bk + X = r[t>0(Bek U 1){KS: s g Mk}) is compact, being the intersection of compacta. So Bk +, ~ C. Now put then clearly K « C. We claim that AT P ,4 = \JfL0(B¡ P ,4). Suppose to the contrary that x g (K P ^)\U°loÄi» and fix ' G "■ Since x £ #,-> * * B¡ for some e > 0.
From (1) and (4) A-isáV + 1iffA-is2, + 1;
A* is ^^ + 2 iff Aris2/k U complete U countable; X is &\k+j iff X is 2*+f u countable; Aris^4^ + 2 iff A'is 2^ U complete U a-compact; X is ^4k + 3 iff A" is 2 ¿ +1 U a-compact. by Lemma 6.1; i.e., A¡ is 2"_x U complete U 2X is 2" U complete is @4n; and 5, = 5, U (¿?, P A) is complete U ás4(n_1)+1 is &4". Thus, AT = U" x Xt U U£i B¡ is strongly a-á2^,,.
Conversely, suppose X = U"i A",, where A', is closed in A" and ^"j i.e., A', iŝ Atn-1,+1 u complete; by the inductive hypothesis 00 x,= lu;ug"
where A\ is closed in Uyli ^4} and P^n-i), and G, is complete. Put A= IJ 4"
Since Aj c A", = X¡, we have is á2^«-!) U complete is ^B_l)s so A is strongly a-á24("_1), hence, ^,,_1)+i by the inductive hypothesis. Also, /I is an F" in A", so each G, \^4 is complete; if 00 xG G,\^ n U(Gy\^). is strongly a-á34(n_1)+3 U complete by the inductive hypothesis; hence, ^"_1) + 3 U complete is £P42n+2.
Conversely, if A'\^4 is ¡?42" + 2 ls ^4«-D+3 u complete, then, by Lemma 6.2, we can write X\A = U?!,^,-U B, where A¡ is closed in UfL1Ai and ^4(n-i) + 2> and fi is complete. Since C1X^A(A¡) = A¡ U (Ai P B)is0>42n_V) + 2 U complete is ^34"_i) + 2, we may assume that each A¡ is closed in X\ A. Then
is strongly*&Mm_l)+1 u 2: is^4("_1) + 1 u 2j is2"+1 is^4"+1. Corresponding to each property a3,0' we now define a class of spaces S""(,) and show that, up to homeomorphism, each^"n(,) contains exactly one element.
6.6. Definition, (a)^"!, = {Q}; 3C}X = [Qx C};&0= {P}. (b) Let X be zero-dimensional; then for each /c G to, X G 3rMk + l) iff Xis0>4(k + f), nowhere &>42k + 2, nowhere ^4k + 1; X G %4k + f iff Xis@>4k + i, nowhereâa4k, nowhere0>4\k_V)Jr3; X g 9C\k+2 iff Xis&>lk + 2, nowhere&4k, nowhere^_1) + 3;
x G x*\ + i <//*"^42/c + 2> nowhere&>4\ + 2, nowhere^A_1) + 3; X G #"4*+ 3 iffXis@\k + 3, nowhere0>4\ + 2, nowhere &>4k + f, X G ^ + 3iffX is 0>4\ + 3, nowhere &>4\ + 2, nowhere 0>lk + 3. Observe that if A1 g á"n(,,), then X is nowhere locally compact; so A' can be embedded in C as a dense and codense subset. Proof. If n is odd, then A" is strongly a-^fx and nowhere &¿!}v so X is not Baire. If n = 0, then X itself is complete. If n = 4k > 0, then X is &>4k, hence I = ^Ui, License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use where A is 2^. and B is complete; since X is nowhere ^(¿-ij+i, X is nowhere 2fc, hence B is dense in X. The other cases are proved similarly. D
The following lemma gives alternative descriptions of â""(,) for even n; in some cases these are easier to use than those of Definition 6.6. 6.8. Lemma. Let X be zero-dimensional. Then for each k g w: (a) X G SC4k iff X is &4k and nowhere ^Ä_1) + 3. (b) X G ^ + 2iffXis&\k + 2 awd «ownere^ +,.
(c) X G ^ + 2¡//I is #&+2and now/tere ^ + 3.
Proof. We only have to consider the "nowhere" properties. The "if part follows immediately from Lemma 6.5. Part (a) of the lemma follows from Theorem 2.4 for k = 0, so suppose k > 0 and X g 3CAk. Let U be open in X and suppose U is a3^_1)+3; then, by Lemma 6.2, U is strongly o-£P£k_X)+2. But X is nowherê 4<fc-i)+2> hence £/ is not Baire, contradicting Lemma 6.7. For part (b) suppose X g 9£\k+2, Uopen in A", and^4A+1. Again, since A'is nowhere&Ak, [/is not Baire, a contradiction. Part (c) is similar. D We will now prove that each of the classes defined above contains at least one element.
6.9. Lemma. Let n g « be even, i g {1,2}, and X g 9C¡f'. Then Qxle, r(0 'n + lProof. Since Q X X = liq^Q({q} X A"), in all cases QxZis strongly a-^'\ hence ^'}x by Lemma 6.2. Let U X F be a nonempty basic clopen subset of Q X X. Case 1: n = 4k. Assume U X Fis ^4*-i)+3-Then by Lemma 6.1, Vis^A2[k_1)+3. But X g 9C4k, and by Lemma 6.8, A'is nowhereá3^A._1)+3, contradiction. SoQxI is nowhere ^l,k-X)+3, hence so is U X V. Now suppose U X V is &Ak; then by Lemma 6.8, U X V g á"4Jk, so í/XKis Baire by Lemma 6.7. But U X V = ligeU({q} X V) is not Baire, contradiction. So Q X A'is nowhere0>Ak.
Case 2: n = 4k + 2, i = 1. If U X V is @Ak + x, then so is V; but F G &¡k + 2, contradiction. If U X V is ^4^ + 2, then 1/ X F is &BA1k + 2 and nowhere &Ak + v so U X V g #"4*+ 2 °y Lemma 6.8 and is Baire by Lemma 6.7 ; hence, as in Case 1, we have a contradiction.
Case 3: n = 4A: + 2, /' = 2. As above. D
As noted in §3, to obtain elements of #"n(/) for even n, we have to consider complements in the Cantor set of spaces belonging to X¡¡p for some odd m. Hence the following: 6.10. Lemma. Let X be dense and codense in the Cantor set, and let A: g to. Then (a) X g XAlk + X) if and only ifC\Xis^A2k + 3, nowhere £?A2k + 2, and nowhere ¿P4k + l. (b) X G XAk + l if andonly ifC\X is ¡?Ak + 2, nowhere 3P4k, and nowhere 0>4\k_V) + 3.
Proof, (a) If X g 3fA(k + l), then A"is ^>A(k+V), so by Lemma 6.4, C\ X is &>A2k+3. If 0 # V is clopen in C, and V\ X is &A\ + 2, then 0 * F P A" is á34A: + 1 by Lemma 6.4, contradicting the fact that X is nowhere ^Ak + X-Similarly, V\X being @>4k + x would contradict X being nowhere á3,^ + 2. Part (b) and the converse of (a) are proved in the same way. D 6.11. Corollary.
Let X be a dense subset of the Cantor set. Then, for each k g u and i g {1,2}, (a) ifX e &>k+2, then C\ X g &4k+x.
(b) ifX e &4\k_X)+3, then C\ X g XAk.
Proof. Since in either case, X is nowhere locally compact, X is also codense in C. If Af G &Ak + 2, then X is !?lk + 2 and, hence, ¿PA\ + 2; since A' is also nowhere ¿P4k and nowhere¡?A\k-X) + 3, Lemma 6.10 applies. The other cases are proved similarly. D 6.12. Lemma. For each n g u and i g {1,2}, 3C^ # 0.
Proof. This is clear for n = 0, so assume£"J^ # 0 for m < n ( > l),y g {1,2}. If n is odd, then #""(/) # 0 by Lemma 6.9, so suppose n is even.
Case 1: n -4k. By the inductive hypothesis XA\k_l) + 3 ¥= 0, say X G 3"¿fc_1)+3. Embed A' as a dense subset of C; then by Corollary 6.11, C \ A" g 3C4k.
Case 2: n = 4k + 2, i: g {1,2}. Let A"; 6f^.1)+] and embed A, as a dense subset of the Cantor set; also embed Q as a dense subset of the Cantor set, and let F, = (C X C)\(Q X (C\X,)). By Corollary 6.11, C\ A, g SC4k, so by Lemma 6.9, Q X (C\Xf)^3C4k + x. Hence, by Lemma 6 .10, Y, is ^Ak + 2, nowhere 0>4k, and nowhere^.D+j.
Case 2a: i' = 1. To show that Y2 G 3f}k+2, it suffices to show that Yx is ^lk + 2-But yx = (Q X A'1)U((C\Q)x C); and since Xx is^-d+j, Q X Xx is also584\it_1)+3
by Corollary 6.3. So Yj isá34\A._1)+3 U complete is ¿P4lk+2-Case 2b: /' = 2. To show that Y2 G SC4k + 2, it suffices to show that Y2 is nowherê lk+2-So suppose U X V # 0 is a basic clopen subset of C X C and (Í/ X F) P Y, is @lk + i-Since Q is dense in C, U P Q * 0, say x g {/ p Q; then ([/ X F) P Y2 n({x)XC)=(r}x(Fil X2), so Fnl2 is also @lk + 2; i.e., Knl2=J4uß, where/I is ^>A\k-X) + 3 and Z? is complete. Since A'2 is nowhere &A\k-i-) + 3, B is dense in V P A'2, so V P A'2 is Baire. This contradicts Lemma 6.7. □ We will now state and prove the main theorems of this section.
6.13. Theorem. Up to homeomorphism each #"n(,) contains exactly one element.
6.14. Theorem. If X g &Ak+2 U X'Ak + 3 for some A: g to and i g {1,2}, then C is homogeneous with respect to dense copies of X. .
(e) If A is not ^>A1k + 3, then C contains a Cantor set K such that K P A G X4k + 2 and K\Ae*4k+l.
We will prove the above theorems by induction on n, using the following statements as inductive hypotheses:
(1) Up to homeomorphism X^ contains at most one element.
(2) If « g {4k + 2,4k + 3} for some k <= M, i S {1,2}, and X g X¿'\ then C is homogeneous with respect to dense copies of X.
(3) If n = 4k, then Theorem 6.15(a)-(c) hold for this k; if n = 4k + 2, then Theorem 6.15(d), (e) hold for this k.
If (l)-(3) are proved for each « g to, then Theorem 6.13 follows from (1) and Lemma 6 .12, and Theorems 6.14 and 6.15 are clear from (2) and (3). We have only added Theorem 6.15(c) for convenience: it follows immediately from Theorem 6.15(a) and Lemma 6.4(a).
Since (1) is clear for n = 0 and (3) follows from Theorem 5.1 for k = n = 0, we may assume that (l)-(3) have been proved for m < n (3* 1). Note that, since \XJlJ)\ = 1 for m < n, it follows that the unique element A^/' of X^j) is strongly homogeneous: indeed, if 0 # Fis clopen in X¡¿\ then F g X^\ hence V ~ XjfP.
The proofs of (l)- (3) for m = n consist of a series of lemmas.
Lemma. Ifn is odd then (1) holds.
Proof. Let X g X¡;¡); we will show that X ~ Q X Y, where Y is the unique element of X^'}x. Since X is 0>y\ we can write X = 11°°,, A), where Xj is closed in X and 0¡,<i>, (Lemma 6.2). Proof. Let X g X¡k + 2(i g {1,2}). By Lemmas 6.9 and 6.16, Q X Xis the unique element of XA\ + 3. Since (2) holds for m = 4k + 2, the Cantor set is homogeneous with respect to dense copies of X. Now apply Theorem 4.7. D Lemmas 6.16 and 6.17 show that the inductive hypotheses are satisfied for m = n if n is odd. The remaining lemmas of this section deal with the case where n is even. 6 .18. Lemma. Let k g N and let X g XAk. Then X can be embedded in the Cantor set such that C\ X G XA\k_X) + 3.
Proof. Embed X in C as a dense subset. By Lemma 6.10, C\ X is ¿PA2k-i) + 3, nowhere ^¿¿-l^» aiw nowhere @>A(k-X) + x-Thus we can write C\X = A U B, where A is ^/t-ij-n and B is a-compact; since A \B is a Gs subset of A, it iŝ 4(*_i)+i by Lemma 6 .1, so we may assume that .4 P B = 0. Note that X c C\B and C\B is complete. Also, since C\Xis nowhereá3^¿_i) + 1, B is dense in C\X and, hence, in C, so C\Z? is nowhere locally compact. Hence, by Theorem 2. Proof, (a) Let 0> = 0*^-1)+! and let Z be the unique element of XA\k_X) + 2; we will show that the hypotheses of Lemma 5.2 are satisfied. By Lemma 6.1, á3 is closed-hereditary; by Corollary 6.3 á3 is strongly a-additive. Let B be a Borel subset of the Cantor set which is not á3; since (3) holds for m = 4(k -1) + 2, C contains a Cantor set Ksuch that K P B <£ XA\k_X)+2 and K\B g XA(k_l)+1. Then AT P B ~ Z, and by Lemma 6.2 we can write K\B = U°°=iX¡, where A', is closed in K\B and Mk-xy Put G = U'*LxXi; then G is a-compact, and since î,nfi = ï,\I, iŝ /t_2)+3 by Lemma 6.4 , G P S is strongly a-^>A\k_2)+3, hence^¿:_2)+3 by Corollary 6.3; thus G P Z? is á3 by Lemma 6.5 . So by Lemma 5.2, if A is a Borel subset of C which is not &4k, or equivalently, not a3 U complete, then C contains a Cantor set K' such that ZC' P A = Q X Z. Put K = K' P A; then AT « C, K P .4 g á"^_1) + 3 by Lemma 6.9, and hence K \ A g #"4Jt by Corollary 6.11.
(b) Since &lk+2 = ^A\k-i)+3 U complete, here we put & = ^4\*_1)+3; then á3 is again closed-hereditary and strongly a-additive. Let Z be the unique element of XA2(k_f)+2, and suppose B is a Borel subset of the Cantor set which is not á3; since (3) holds for m = 4(k -1) + 2, C contains a Cantor set K such that K P B g XA2k_X} + 2 and K\BeXMk_l)+1.
As above, we put K\B = U"i X¡ and G = UfLi X¡; then G P B is ^4*-2)+3¡ hence, G P 5 is 5aby Lemma 6.5. So by Lemma 5.2, if A is a Borel subset of C which is not &lk+2, then C contains a Cantor set AT such that K' n A ~ Q X Z. Put K = K' P A; then AT « C, K P ^ G 5"^_1)+3 by Lemma 6.9; hence, K\A g X4k by Corollary 6.11. D show that the inductive hypotheses are satisfied if n = 4k for some teN. Proof. By Corollary 6.11, C\X g XAk+l; so by Lemma 6.2 we can write C\X = \J?_lX" with X, closed in C\ X and &4k. Since jf) \ A1, = I, P disclosed in AT, it is iPA\+2 by Lemma 6.1; hence, A,\ X, = G,U H" where G¡ is complete and Thus, (1) and (2) Proof, (a) Let á3 = @Ak+i, let Z be the unique element of XAk, and let Y be the unique element of XA\k_l)+3. By Lemma 6.1, 5a is closed-hereditary; by Corollary 6.3, á3 is strongly a-additive. Let Bbea Borel subset of the Cantor set which is not á3. Then B is not &Ak by Lemma 6.5; hence, since (3) holds for m = 4k, C contains a Cantor set K such that Kn B e X4\k_X)+3 and K\B e X4k; thus K P B ~ Y, K\B « z, and K P B is á3 by Lemma 6. is strongly o-0>A\k_X) + 3 U complete is áa4\A:_1) + 3 U complete is á341A:+2.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use (b) Let 9 = £?4k + 3, let Z be the unique element of X4k, and let Y be the unique element of X£k_1) + 3. Then á3is closed-hereditary and strongly a-additive. Let B be a Borel subset of the Cantor set which is not a3. Then B is not ¿P}k + 2, so since (3) holds for m = 4k, C contains a Cantor set K such that K D B ~ Y, K\B ~ Z, and K P B is 9 by Lemma 6.5. So again by Lemma 5.3, we find Cantor sets B¡ as under (a); then AT\^4 &X4k+x; hence, by Lemma 6.10, K P A is ¿?Ak+2 and nowherê 4<<:-i) + 3> so it suffices to show that K C\ A is nowhere 9}k + 2. Put B¡+f\B¡ = U°°=0 *)' as in (a)> and note that if 0 * 1/ is open in A: P 4, then U n Kj * 0 for some i,j g to; thus, {/ contains a closed copy of Y. Now suppose U'xs0>lk + 2; then so is Y by the preceding remark; i.e., Y = A U B, where ^ is 94\k_1) + 3 and Z? is complete. Since Y g #^a_1)+3, Y is nowhere á341(A._1)+3; hence, B is dense in Y, so Y is Baire, contradicting Lemma 6.7. D This completes the proof of Theorems 6.13-6.15. In §8 we will show that there are no homogeneous (non-a-compact) 2n-subsets of the Cantor set other than those defined and characterized above.
6.24. Remark. Using a technique similar to that of [6] , it can be shown that Theorem 6.15 also holds for Borel sets in arbitrary compact spaces (see [5] ). Also, the converse of Theorem 6.15 is true; e.g., if A is a Borel subset of the Cantor set which contains a closed copy of A" g XA\k_l) + 3, then A is not 0>Ak, etc.
We conclude this section with the following theorem, announced in §3.
6.25. Theorem. If we order the properties 0>n(/) by @Ak < 9Ak+1 < 9¡k+2 < ^4*+ 3 < &4k+i < ^4k + 3 < &M.k + xy men for eacn ' G {1,2} and each n G w, we have X g 3TW if and only if X is 9™ and nowhere 9^ for 0><» < 0>¿'\ Proof. Apply Lemma 6.5. D 6.26. Corollary.
If 9¿,J) < &¿'\ then X^J) P X"(i) = 0 ; thus, all spaces characterized in this section are topologically distinct.
1. Spaces which are &ß for ß > u. We recall the topological properties £Pß (ß ^ u) described in Definition 3.6: Let a G [to, toj) be a limit ordinal, and let n G to. Then X'xs0>a+2" if and only if X -Vf-xAi u 5' where B is 2»>A,is closed in X, and A-, is ¿Py for some y¡ < a; X is 9a+2n+f if and only if X is 9a+2n U complete.
Here, "X is 9y for some y < a" means that X is &Ak or 0>4k +, for some k g to. Of course, "Xis &>u" is equivalent to "A" = \JfLx X¡, where A, is closed in X and 0>W for some n, g u, j. e {1,2}" (Lemma 6.5).
7.1. Lemma. For each ß g [to, ux), 9ß is hereditary with respect to Gs-subsets.
Proof. For ß = to this follows from the fact that &4k and 94k + x are hereditary with respect to Gs-subsets (Lemma 6.1); proceed inductively. D 7.2. Lemma. Let X be a topological space, let a e [to, ux) be a limit ordinal, and let « G to. Then (a) X is 9>a + 2n if and only if X is &a U 2". (b) X is &>a + 2n+x if and only if X = \J?=XA, U B U G, where A, is Pßj for some /?, < a, B is 2", G is complete, andA¡ is closed in X.
Proof, (a) If X is 9a+2n, then clearly X is &a U 2". We will prove the converse by induction. Suppose X = \JfLxA¡ U B, where A¡ is closed in \Jf=xAí, A¡ is 9ß for some /3, < a, and B is 2", and first consider the case a = to. Then A¡ = Ai U (A¡ P Z?) is á3^ U 2"; hence, Ii is 0>y¡ for some y, < to, so A" = U" x A, U £ is ^8u+2". Now assume we are done for limit ordinals o < a (> to); then we may assume that for each i, /}, > w, and hence /?, = o, + n¡ for some hmit ordinal S, g [to, a) and some «,. g to. If -, is even, then i] isi^^ u 2" is_^4( u 2" /2 U 2" is &s¡+l"i/2+n) by the inductive hypothesis, and if n is odd, then A¡ is ¿Ps +n _XU complete U 2", hence 9s+n_x U 2n+1 is 9Si+(n,_1+("+1)/2) by the inductive hypothesis. So each A¡ is á3^ for some y, < a, and thus X = U°l, Ât U £ isá3^,,. where B{ is closed in A and á3^ for some /?, < a, and 5 is 2", and let (-Vi(u(ï(n(?).
Then Afxs9ß U complete. Hence, if /3, < to, then ^4, is &ßl + A, if A > to is even, then A¡ is ^8+ iî and if /?, > to is odd, then A, is 0^. In all cases, A¡ is á3, for some y, < a, and A¡ is closed in A'. Hence, A' = U°i, ^4, U £ U G is as required. D 7.3. Corollary.
If ß g [w, î^), í/ien 0>u-+&$-+ 9ß+1.
7.4. Lemma. Leí X be a topological space, let a ^[u, Uf) be a limit ordinal, and let n G N. Then X is &>a+2n if and only if X is strongly o-9a + 2n_x.
Proof. Suppose X is &a+2n, say X = W*Lf A¡ U B, where Z? is 2" and A¡ is closed in X and á3^ for some /3, < a. Then ,4, is also &a U 2"_1 U complete. By Lemma 6.2, B is strongly a-(2"_x U complete), say B = \J°txBi, where 5, is 2"_2 U complete and closed in B; so by Lemma 7.1, Z?, = Z?, U (Z?, P ,4) is 2"_j U complete U 0>a, and thus Jlf-U"^ U U^ZÎ, is strongly a-(0>a U 2"_2U complete) is 7.6. Lemma. Let X be compact, and let A be a subset of X. If A is @ßfor some ß g [u, coj), then X\A is@ß+x.
Proof. First note that if A is 2" or, equivalently, 94ln_V)JrX, then X\A iŝ 4(«-i) + 2 by Lemma 6.4, hence, by Lemma 6.5 , X\A is 94n is 2" U complete (clearly, this is also true for n = 0). Similarly, if A is 2" U complete, then X\A is ¿■n + xWe prove the lemma by induction. If ß = u and A is 9ß, then A = U" i A¡, where A¡ is closed in A and 2" for some n¡ g to; hence, 00 00 X\A= \J{Xf\A)uX\ \JA,-i=i i=i Now A¡\A¡ is 2rU complete by the above remark and closed in A"\i4; and X\\J°°=xAi is complete. So X\A is 9U U complete is 9a + x. Thus we can assume that the lemma is true for y < ß (> w); let ß = a + n, where a g [to, toj) is a limit ordinal. Put A = U°l, A¡ U B, where A¡ is closed in A and ^ for some /?, g [w, a), and B is 2n/2 (if n is even) or 2(n_1)/2 U complete (if n is odd). Then 00 00
X\A= \J{Âl\Ai)u(X\B)\\JÂi. i=i i=i
By the inductive hypothesis, ^4,\^4, is 9 for y, = /?, + 1 G [to, a), and X\B is 2"/2 U complete (if n is even) or 2(n+1)/2 (if n is odd) by the above remark; hence, the same holds for the Gs-subset ( A" \ £ ) \ U °1, i~ of A" \ 5. Hence, X \ A is &>a+"+x is^B + i-□ For each pair (ß, i), with ß g [to,w,) and ¿ = 2 if /? is a limit (respectively, /' g {1,2} if /3 is a successor), we now define a class of spaces â"^ and show that, up to homeomorphism, each Xß contains exactly one element. 7.7 . Definition.
Let X be zero-dimensional, let a g [to, ux) be a limit ordinal, and let n g u; then X G Xl if and only if X is 0>a and nowhere 3Pßfor each ß < a;
X g Xl+2n + x if and only if X is ¿Pa + 2n + x, nowhere 9a + 2n, and does not contain any closed subsets belonging to Xl+2n; X g Xl+2n + l if and only if X is 9a + 2n + l, nowhere &>a + 2n, and every nonempty clopen subset of X contains a closed subset belonging to Xl+2n; X G X\Jr2n + 2 if and only if X is 9a+2n + 2, nowhere ¿Pa + 2n+x, and does not contain any closed subsets belonging to Xl + 2n + l> 2 X G Xl+2n + 2 if and only if X is ¿Pa + 2n + 2, nowhere 9a + 2n + x, and every nonempty clopen subset of X contains a closed subset belonging to Xl+ 2n+i. 7.8. Lemma. Let ß <=[u,u,x),i g {1,2}, and X g X¿. Proof, (a) By the definition of 3Pß (if ß is a limit) respectively by Lemma 7.4 (if ß is a successor), we can write X = \}f=x X¡, where A, is closed in X, and 9ß for some /3, < ß (respectively 9ß_f). Since X is nowhere &ß (respectively, nowhere ¿Pß_x), each Xj is nowhere dense in X.
(b) Write X = A U B, where A is 9ß_x and B is complete; since X is nowhere 9p_x, B is dense in X. D
We now state and prove the main theorems of this section. 7.11. Theorem. Let A be a Borel subset of the Cantor set. Then for each limit ordinal a &[u,ox) and each n G to, (a) if A is not @>a + 2n, then C contains a Cantor set K such that K P A g Xl+2n + x andK\A eî"2t2,; (b) if A is not 9a + 2n + x, then C contains a Cantor set K such that K P A g Xl+2n+2 andK\A g Xl+2n + x.
We prove the above theorems by induction on (ß, i), ordered lexicographically, using the following statements as inductive hypotheses (here, a g [<o, tox) is a limit ordinal):
If ß = a + 2n,i = 2, then
(1) \Xl+2n\ = 1, and if A' g Xl+2n, then C is homogeneous with respect to dense copies of X. •^a + 2n + l-(10) l^a + 211+21 = L and if A1 g Xl+2n+2, then C is homogeneous with respect to dense copies of X.
(11) If A is a Borel subset of the Cantor set which is x\ot9aJr2n+x, then C contains a Cantor set K such that A:\ A g #"a2+2"+1 and AT P /l g Xl+2n+2.
So let a G [to, to,) be a limit ordinal, let m g to and i g {1,2}, and suppose that the inductive hypotheses are satisfied for all (ß, j) < (a + m, i); note that, since \XJ\ = 1, it follows, as in §6, that the unique element of Xrf is strongly homogeneous.
We now show that the inductive hypotheses are satisfied for (a + m, i); we start with the case m = 0 (hence i = 2). Of course, we must use the results of §6 in case a = to.
7.12. Lemma. Xl * 0.
Proof. Let { a,: / G to} be an increasing sequence of ordinals less than a such that sup,ew(a,) = a, and let Y¡ G X¿2) be densely embedded in C. Let Q = {a,: /' g to} and put *-U({?,)xy,)cQxc.
Then, clearly, X is 0>a. Also, if U X V = öjeE({a,} X V) # 0 is clopen in X, then E is infinite, and for each y G E, {q]} X F = Yjxs nowhere &y for all y < ay. Since { ay} X F is closed in U X V, U X F is nowhere ^y for each y < a, and each y g E. Hence, X is nowhere 0>y for each y < a since sup-6£(a-) = a. Therefore, A" G Xl. Proof. By Lemma 7 .12, \Xl\ > 1; so suppose X, Y g Xl are dense subsets of the Cantor set. In analogy to the proof of Lemma 4.6, we construct a homeomorphism h: C -* C such that h[X] = Y. We first consider the case when a > u.
Since X is &>a, we can write X = U°l0 ^/> where A, is closed in X and ^ for some a, < a; clearly, we may assume that a, 3* u. Note that, since A1 is nowhere 9a for In case a = to, the proof is similar; the sets A0, B0, A(s, /'), and B(s, i) should be chosen in some XAk + 2 or XAk + 3 because we want to apply Theorem 6.14. D 7.14. Lemma. Ifn = 0, then (2) holds.
Proof. For the sake of simplicity, assume that a > u and let A be a Borel subset of the Cantor set which is not &a. Let {a¡: / g to} be an increasing sequence of even ordinals in [u, a) such that sup(ei0(a,) = a, and let Z, be the unique element of Xl+1. Put 9 = 9a; then á3 is closed-hereditary by Lemma 7 .1, and 9 is strongly a-additive by Corollary 7.3.
Let £ be a Borel subset of the Cantor set which is not 9. Then for each / g to, ZÍ is not 0>a , hence by hypothesis (5), C contains a Cantor set K¡ such that A?,\ B g X^+l and K¡r\B € X¿. Thus, Kf\B => Z" and AT, P B is & , hence 9. So by Lemma Proof. First, let A" g Xl+2n+x; then no closed subset of X belongs to Xl+2n, and hence C \ X is @>a+2n by hypothesis (2) . Let U be a nonempty clopen subset of C.
Case 1: n = 0. Suppose £/\ A" is ^ for some ß < a. By Lemma 6.4 and 7.6, U P Ar is 0L for some y < a, a contradiction; hence C \ X G S"a2. Cast? 2: n > 0. Suppose t/\ A" is @>a+2"-i-By Lemma 7.6, U n X is 0>a+2", a contradiction; hence C\ A" is nowhere ^8a+2n-i. Also, since U D X is not ^a+2"-i> we obtain from hypothesis (8) a Cantor set K in U such that A"\ A1 g #"a2+2"-i; so c\A-G<ra2+2". '
Conversely, suppose C\ X e Xl+2n; then by Lemma 7.6 , X is ^a + 2« + r Let Í7 be a nonempty clopen subset of C.
Case 1: « = 0. As in Case 1 above, X is nowhere £Pß for each ß < a. Suppose Un X is &a; then i/nleîa, so U n X is not Baire by Lemma 7.8. Hence, U\ X g Xl is Baire, contradicting Lemma 7.8; so A'is nowhere^. Finally, suppose A" contains a closed subset B belonging to Xl. By the same argument as above, B \B is nowhere ¿Pa; but B \B is a closed subset of C \ X, and this contradicts Lemma 7.1.
Case 2: n > 0. We must show that U P X is not á3a + 2n-Since Z/\ A" is nowherê "«+2n-i> Í/P A1 is nowhere &>a+2"-2 by Lemma 7.6. Assume that U P A* iŝ " + 2"-i; since t/\ A'is nowhere@>a+2"-2 (Corollary 7.3), it follows from hypothesis (5) that every clopen subset of U P X contains a closed subset belonging to #"a2+2"-2> and hence U P X g Xl+2n_x. But then by hypothesis(9), U\X<= Xl+2n, so U\ X is a nonempty clopen subset of C\A" which contains no closed subset belonging to Xl+2n_x, contradicting C\ X g #"a2+2"; so U P X is not á3a+2"-i. But then {/ P A' is not ^"^n either, since by Lemma 7.4 , this would imply that U P X is not Baire, and hence that U\ X g Xl+2n is Baire, contradicting Lemma 7.8 . It remains to show that X contains no closed subsets belonging to Xl+2n. So suppose to the contrary that X contains such a subset B. By the above argument B \B is nowhere ¿Pa + 2n, but B\B is a closed subset of C\ ArG Xl+2n, a contradiction with Lemma (5), let K' be the Cantor set obtained from (2) and put K = K'\A; then K P A G áTa1+2n+1 by Lemma 7.15 . D
The next case is m = 2n + 1 for some n g u and /' = 2; we must show that (6) - (8) Proof. First, let X g Xl+2n+x. Then X is &a+2"+i, so we can write X = A U B, where A 'xs@a+2n and B is complete. Put C\ fi = U°li AT,, where ZC¿ is compact and let L, = A', \ X; then L, is closed in C \ A' and C \ A" = U", Lt. Since AT, P Ar is a closed subset of A, K¡ P X is @>a+2", and hence Li is a2a+2"+i, by Lemma 7.6 . We show that L, is nowhere dense in C \ X and L, does not contain any closed subsets belonging to Xl+2n. We then construct closed nowhere dense subsets A{ of C\ X such that Lj cz A¡ e Xl+2n+x; since |^"a1+2n + il = 1 by (4), it then follows from Theorem 4.3 that C \ X m Q x Y for Y G á"a1+2n + 1. Now let U 4> 0 be clopen in C and suppose U\ X is ^,"+2".
Case 1 : « = 0. Since U Ci X is nowhere!?a, U\X'xs nowhere@ß for each ß < a, so U\XeXl.
Case 2: n > 0. Since Í/P A" is nowhere ^a+2", U\X is nowhere ^3a+2n-i by Lemma 7.6 . Let F be a nonempty clopen subset of U. Since Fn Ais not @>a + 2"-i, we can apply (8) to obtain a closed subset of V\ X which belongs to Xl+2n_x; hence U\X<z-Xl+2n.
So, in both cases, if U\X is &a+2", then U\X g Xl+2n. But then by (3), i/nlE X^+2n + 1 is a nonempty clopen subset of X containing no closed subset belonging to Xl+2n, contradicting X e Xl+2n+1; hence C\A" is nowhere @>a+2n-From this it follows that if U\ X were á3,+2"+i, say U\ X = G U H, where G iŝ a+2n an£* H is complete, then ZZ would be a dense complete subset of U\X; this contradicts the Baire category theorem for U * C, since t/ P A" contains a dense complete subset as well (Lemma 7.8) . Thus, CXA" is nowhere ^>a+2n+i, and, in particular, each L¡ is nowhere dense in C \ X.
If B is a closed subset of L, belonging to Xl+2n, then B\B e Xl+2n+x by (3); hence, Z? \fi is not ^+2«; but, on the other hand, I\Z? = Z?PArcA'iPArc,4isa closed subset of A, and A is &>a+2"; hence, B\B is &a+2n by Lemma 7.1. Thus, no closed subset of L, belongs to Xl+2n. It is well known that every zero-dimensional complete space can be embedded as a closed subspace of P, and that every zero-dimensional a-compact space can be embedded as a closed subspace of Q X C.
The following theorem shows that the class of spaces characterized in this paper has a similar universal property with respect to zero-dimensional absolute Borel sets of ambiguous class 2.
8.5. Theorem. Let X be an arbitrary zero-dimensional absolute Borel set of ambiguous class 2. Then for some limit ordinal a < ux, X can be embedded as a closed subspace of the unique element Xa ofXlProof. Since X is of ambiguous class 2, X is á3^0 for some /?<«,, /' g {1,2}, and hence X is SPa for some limit ordinal a g [ß, u3x). Let Kbea nowhere dense copy of the Cantor set in C and embed X in K. Let Note that there is no single zero-dimensional absolute Borel set of ambiguous class 2 which is universal in the above sense.
9. Remarks. The results of this paper suggest many questions. In the first place, since all zero-dimensional, homogeneous Borel sets of ambiguous class 2 are now characterized, we would like to have a characterization of some zero-dimensional Borel set which is of additive class 2 (i.e., a GSa), but not of multiplicative class 2 (i.e., not an FaS), or conversely. As remarked in [16] , it follows from a paper of Sikorski ([24] ; see also [8 and 9] ) that Q°° is exactly of multiplicative class 2; to characterize this space the internal description of absolute FoS-sets by Sierpihski [23] might be useful.
Q°° is not the only homogeneous, zero-dimensional, Borel set exactly of multiplicative class 2: if T is the space of Theorem 2.4(f), then F00 is an FaS since T is, but since F contains a closed copy of Q by Theorem 5.1(a), T°° contains a closed copy of Q°° and hence cannot be a GSa. T°° and Q°° are not homeomorphic, since T°°c ontains P as a dense subset, whereas Q°° is not Baire. Hence, the following question, arises. The following question is suggested by Corollary 8.4. 9.2. Question. Does there exist a Borel subset of the Cantor set, other than C \ { p} and the discrete spaces, which is homogeneous, but not strongly homogeneousl
Analyzing the results of § §6 and 7, one observes that the Cantor set is homogeneous with respect to dense copies of almost all homogeneous Borel sets of ambiguous class 2; and the only spaces which do not behave well in this respect fail to do so for a very obvious reason: when densely embedded in the Cantor set, they do not have a uniquely determined complement. Hence, we state 9.3. Question. Let X be a zero-dimensional space such that if Xx and X2 are dense copies of Xin C, then C\XX as C\X2. Is Chomogeneous with respect to dense copies of XI What if X is Borel! What if X is (strongly) homogeneous! Our last question is related to Theorem 4.7; one might try to substitute Q by some other space. It is easily seen that the theorem fails if Q is replaced by P, but this is due to the fact that C is not homogeneous with respect to dense copies of P. Therefore, we have 9.4. Question. Suppose C is homogeneous with respect to dense copies of X and of Y. Added in proof. Characterizations of Q°° and T00 can be deduced from a theorem of John R. Steel; the answer to Question 9.1 turns out to be yes. In a forthcoming paper, I will describe and characterize all homogeneous Borel sets in the Cantor set; from this, it can be shown that the answer to Question 9.2 is no, and the answer to Question 9.3 is yes for X a homogeneous Borel set.
